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ABSTRACT
We have discovered six radio millisecond pulsars (MSPs) in a search with the Arecibo telescope of 34
unidentified gamma-ray sources from the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) 4-year point source catalog.
Among the 34 sources, we also detected two MSPs previously discovered elsewhere. Each source was observed
at a center frequency of 327 MHz, typically at three epochs with individual integration times of 15 minutes. The
new MSP spin periods range from 1.99 to 4.66 ms. Five of the six pulsars are in interacting compact binaries
(period ≤ 8.1 hr), while the sixth is a more typical neutron star-white dwarf binary with an 83-day orbital
period. This is a higher proportion of interacting binaries than for equivalent Fermi-LAT searches elsewhere.
The reason is that Arecibo’s large gain afforded us the opportunity to limit integration times to 15 minutes,
which significantly increased our sensitivity to these highly accelerated systems. Seventeen of the remaining
26 gamma-ray sources are still categorized as strong MSP candidates, and will be re-searched.
Subject headings: stars — pulsars: individual (PSR J0251+26, PSR J1048+2339, PSR J1805+06,
PSR J1824+10, PSR J1909+21, PSR J2052+1218)
1. INTRODUCTION
Of the 230 millisecond pulsars (MSPs) currently known in
the Galactic disk9, 30% have been discovered in previously
unidentified sources of gamma rays detected by the Fermi-
LAT instrument10 (Atwood et al. 2009). While only around
10% of all known pulsars rotate at millisecond rates, MSPs
make up half of all pulsars observed to emit gamma rays (Car-
aveo 2014). The LAT source catalogs have been instrumental
in the search for new MSPs, providing spectral data to aid in
distinguishing possible MSPs from other gamma-ray-emitting
objects, such as active galactic nuclei (AGNs). Once an MSP
is discovered in a radio search and a phase-connected tim-
ing solution is available, the sparse gamma-ray photons are
folded using the radio ephemeris in order to glimpse gamma-
ray pulsations (e.g., Cognard et al. 2011). While it was pos-
sible to search for radio pulsars in gamma-ray sources prior
to the Fermi era (e.g., Champion et al. 2005; Roberts et al.
2002), the small positional uncertainty of LAT gamma-ray
sources has enabled single-pointing radio searches. Overall,
the search for MSPs in the Galactic disk has been made ex-
tremely efficient by employing Fermi-LAT data in selecting
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radio search targets.
Before 2013, no Fermi MSPs had been discovered using
the 305-m Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto Rico. In con-
trast, the Green Bank (GBT), Parkes, Nançay, Giant Metre-
wave (GMRT), and Effelsberg telescopes had been used to
discover dozens of new MSPs using the 1FGL and 2FGL cat-
alogs (Abdo et al. 2010; Nolan et al. 2012) as guides. In this
work, we present the first six MSPs discovered in unidentified
LAT sources using the Arecibo telescope, along with prelim-
inary orbital parameters gleaned from radio timing. We then
quantitatively discuss the relative sensitivities — both in the
flux density and acceleration regimes — between the Fermi-
LAT MSP searches conducted at Arecibo and those done at
the GBT and Parkes.
2. CANDIDATE SELECTION
All but two of the 34 candidates observed came directly
from early versions of the third Fermi-LAT catalog (3FGL,
also known as the 4-year catalog), which was later published
by Acero et al. (2015). The two remaining sources were de-
tected with the LAT but were below the significance threshold
required for inclusion in the final catalog. While LAT source
lists contain >1000 unidentified gamma-ray emitters, several
constraints dramatically limit the number of sources appropri-
ate for our searches.
Every source had to be located within the declination range
of Arecibo (−1◦ < δ < 39◦). Justification for picking the
327-MHz receiver over L-band, for example, was two-fold.
First, the target source error circles were required to fit within
Arecibo’s beam, allowing for single, long-duration pointings.
The 327-MHz system, with a relatively large FWHM = 15′,
was the best choice. Second, pulsars have steep spectra, and
therefore are brighter at such a relatively low frequency. Very
few pulsars are known to be variable in gamma rays (Ray et al.
2012); thus, only non-variable LAT sources were selected.
Also, each of the selected sources had a spectral energy dis-
tribution consistent with those of known gamma-ray pulsars,
which typically have exponentially cut-off power-law spectra
(Abdo et al. 2013). Because it is difficult to characterize LAT
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sources amid the Galaxy’s diffuse gamma-ray background
(see, e.g., Geringer-Sameth & Koushiappas 2012), and be-
cause the effects of dispersion, scattering, and synchrotron
emission inhibit radio pulsar observations at low frequency
along the Galactic plane, only sources with |b| > 5◦ were
considered. After whittling the list down, we obtained the
34 sources in Table 1.
3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Observations of the 34 Fermi-LAT sources were conducted
during 12 sessions between 2013 June and September using
the Arecibo telescope. In order to combat the effects of scin-
tillation, orbital acceleration, and eclipses (discussed further
below), we aimed to observe each source three times for 15
minutes per pointing, though the exact number of pointings
per source changed as data were analyzed.
Sessions in the months of June, July and early August
were conducted in-person at the observatory, while later ses-
sions occurred remotely. In either case, the standard CIMA11
telescope control software was used in conjunction with
command-line control of the Puertorican Ultimate Pulsar Pro-
cessing Instrument (PUPPI). The PUPPI backend (a replica of
GUPPI12 at the GBT) was configured for the settings shown
in Table 2. All data were taken in total-intensity, summed po-
larization mode. Once disks became full, they were shipped
from Arecibo to Columbia University for data reduction. A
summary of all observations is provided in Table 1.
Data were analyzed using the software package PRESTO
(Ransom 2001). The data reduction process began with the
detection and masking of significant radio frequency interfer-
ence in the data. Dedispersion occurred up to a specified dis-
persion measure (DM), which we chose to be twice the maxi-
mum line-of-sight value given by the NE2001 model (Cordes
& Lazio 2002). PRESTO can perform searches over spin pe-
riod variations caused by orbital motion, searching over both
period and period derivative. The extent of the acceleration
search is specified by the zmax parameter, chosen to be 200
in our case. This means that linear pulsar spin frequency ( f0)
drifts of up to 200 bins were searched in the highest harmonic,
which in our analysis was the eighth (Ransom et al. 2002). If
tint is the total integration time and amax is the maximum ac-
celeration probed, zmax = amaxt2int f0/c (Ransom et al. 2000).
3.1. Sensitivity
Figure 1 shows the minimum flux density detectable by our
Arecibo searches for a range of MSP spin periods and DMs,
as determined by the radiometer equation for pulsars (Lorimer
& Kramer 2005, Appendix 1.4):
Smin = β
S/Nmin (Trec +Tsky)
G
√
nptint∆ f
√
W
P−W
, (1)
where Smin is the minimum detectable flux density, β is a
normalization factor including corrections for, e.g., system
digitization losses, S/Nmin is the threshold pulsar signal-to-
noise ratio, Trec is the receiver temperature (including contri-
butions from the CMB and spillover), Tsky is the sky temper-
ature, W is the effective pulse width (we assume the intrin-
sic pulse width to be P/10), P is the pulsar period, G is the
11 http://www.naic.edu/~cima
12 https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/CICADA/
GUPPiUsersGuide
Figure 1. Sensitivity of four radio pulsar searches of Fermi-LAT sources
as a function of spin period for a pulsar with 10% duty cycle. All surveys
have been scaled to 327 MHz using a spectral index of −1.7. The surveys
presented here, in addition to this work, are: GBT 350 MHz (Hessels et al.
2011), GBT 820 MHz (Ransom et al. 2011), and Parkes 1390 MHz (Camilo
et al. 2015). See Table 2 for details.
telescope gain, np is the number of polarizations recorded (al-
ways 2 for the searches discussed here), tint is the integration
time, and ∆ f is the effective bandwidth. Relevant parame-
ters for the Arecibo survey are shown in Table 2 under “AO
327”. Arecibo’s system equivalent flux density (SEFD) de-
grades for zenith angles exceeding 15 degrees13, but this had
little impact for most of our searches. Overall our survey had
an average SEFD = 13 Jy. The sensitivity of the Arecibo sur-
vey in the context of other Fermi-LAT searches is discussed
in Section 5.
4. RESULTS
In the 34 sources searched, we discovered six new MSPs
(see Table 3). Pulse profiles from the discovery observations
are shown in Figure 2. The rotation periods range between
1.99 and 4.66 ms, and their DMs span 17–65 pc cm−3. Or-
bital solutions have been obtained for all new discoveries from
initial timing observations. However, phase-connected tim-
ing solutions (including precise positions, period derivatives,
spin-down luminosities, and a study of the gamma-ray prop-
erties of the coincident gamma-ray sources) are not yet avail-
able for most of the MSPs, and will be presented elsewhere. A
study of the redback PSR J1048+2339 is presented in Deneva
et al. (2015).
Five of the new MSPs are neutron stars with short orbital
periods. Three are “black widows”, in which much of the
companion mass has been stripped away or accreted by the
pulsar, leaving a (partially degenerate) companion with mass
 0.1 M. The remaining two short-orbit systems are “red-
backs”, where the pulsar is frequently eclipsed by outflows
13 Detailed measurements for gain and system temperature of the 327-
MHz Gregorian receiver at Arecibo can be found at http://www.naic.
edu/~astro/RXstatus/327/327greg.shtml.
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Table 1
Summary of Arecibo Searches of Unidentified Fermi-LAT Sources
Name R.A.a Decl.a l b Integration Time DMmaxb
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) (deg) (deg) (minutes) (pc cm−3)
3FGL J0103.7+1323 01h03m46s 13◦23′33′′ 127.5 −49.4 15, 15, 15 72
3FGL J0134.5+2638 01h34m31s 26◦38′15′′ 134.7 −35.2 15, 15, 15 92
3FGL J0232.9+2606 02h32m56s 26◦06′13′′ 149.7 −31.4 15, 15, 15 130
3FGL J0251.1+2603 02h51m08s 26◦04′48′′ 153.9 −29.5 15, 15 124
3FGL J0318.1+0252 03h18m09s 02◦52′10′′ 178.4 −43.6 15, 15, 15 900
3FGL J0330.6+0437 03h30m40s 04◦37′32′′ 179.5 −40.1 15, 15, 15 680
3FGL J0342.3+3148c 03h42m18s 31◦48′33′′ 160.3 −18.4 15, 15, 15 100
3FGL J0421.6+1950 04h21m37s 19◦50′49′′ 175.9 −20.7 15, 15, 15 150
3FGL J0517.1+2628c 05h17m10s 26◦28′44′′ 178.6 −6.6 10, 15, 15, 15, 15 120
3FGL J0539.8+1434 05h39m48s 14◦33′53′′ 191.6 −8.6 5, 5 200
3FGL J1048.6+2338 10h48m41s 23◦38′29′′ 213.2 62.1 15, 15 66
3FGL J1049.7+1548 10h49m44s 15◦48′25′′ 228.5 59.6 10, 15 68
3FGL J1200.4+0202 12h00m27s 02◦02′31′′ 274.8 62.1 15, 15, 15 64
3FGL J1225.9+2953 12h25m59s 29◦53′25′′ 185.2 83.8 15, 15, 15 40
P7R4 J1250+3118e 12h50m52s 31◦18′18′′ 124.6 85.8 15, 15, 15 40
3FGL J1309.0+0347 13h09m02s 03◦47′27′′ 313.9 66.3 15, 15, 10, 15, 10, 15 60
3FGL J1322.3+0839 13h22m20s 08◦39′27′′ 325.9 70.1 15, 15, 15 52
3FGL J1601.9+2306 16h01m57s 23◦06′39′′ 38.5 46.9 15, 15, 15 60
3FGL J1627.8+3217 16h27m52s 32◦17′56′′ 53.0 43.2 15, 15 70
3FGL J1704.1+1234 17h04m08s 12◦34′25′′ 32.5 29.4 15, 15, 15 116
3FGL J1720.7+0711 17h20m46s 07◦11′21′′ 29.0 23.4 15, 15, 15 156
3FGL J1805.9+0614 18h05m55s 06◦14′15′′ 33.4 13.0 15, 15 304
3FGL J1824.0+1017 18h24m05s 10◦17′27′′ 39.1 10.7 15, 15 356
3FGL J1827.7+1141 18h27m42s 11◦41′50′′ 40.8 10.5 15, 15 356
3FGL J1829.2+3229 18h29m08s 32◦30′42′′ 60.7 18.5 15, 15, 15 158
3FGL J1842.2+2742 18h42m15s 27◦42′09′′ 57.1 14.1 15, 15, 15 216
P7R4 J1909+2102e 19h09m32s 21◦02′56′′ 53.7 5.6 15, 15 564
3FGL J1921.2+0136d 19h21m14s 01◦36′26′′ 37.8 −5.9 5, 10, 15, 15 670
3FGL J2026.3+1430 20h26m21s 14◦30′53′′ 57.3 −13.4 15, 15, 15 226
3FGL J2042.1+0247d 20h42m09s 02◦47′35′′ 49.0 −23.0 15, 15 140
3FGL J2052.7+1217 20h52m47s 12◦17′51′′ 59.1 −20.0 15, 15, 15 148
3FGL J2108.0+3654 21h08m02s 36◦55′19′′ 81.1 −7.2 15, 15, 15 360
3FGL J2212.5+0703 22h12m35s 07◦03′35′′ 68.7 −38.6 15, 30, 15, 15, 15, 5 84
3FGL J2352.0+1752 23h52m04s 17◦52′50′′ 103.5 −42.7 15, 15, 15, 15 74
Note. — Boldfaced entries denote observations yielding MSP detections.
a Arecibo telescope pointing position.
b The maximum dispersion measure (DM) up to which we searched corresponds approximately to twice the maximum value predicted for each line of sight by
the NE2001 electron density model (Cordes & Lazio 2002), with the exception of 3FGL J0318.1+0252 and J0330.6+0437, which were unintentionally searched
to higher DMs.
d Discovered at the GBT (S. Sanpa-Arsa et al. 2016, in preparation).
e Source not included in 3FGL catalog.
from a non-degenerate companion with mass & 0.1 M. The
final MSP is a more classical neutron star-white dwarf binary.
For a diagram of orbital period vs. companion mass for such
highly accelerated systems, see Roberts (2012).
Figure 3 shows the distribution of orbital periods vs. mini-
mum companion masses for five of the new MSPs presented
in this work. Minimum companion masses are calculated us-
ing Keplarian parameters derived from orbital timing solu-
tions. Note that PSR J1909+21 is classified as a redback, de-
spite its minimum companion mass being less than 0.1 M.
This is firstly because the 0.055 M value is the minimum
companion mass, and it is larger than any known black widow
minimum companion mass; secondly, its eclipses last for ap-
proximately half of the orbit, which is characteristic of a red-
back system with a dense circumstellar environment.
PSR J1805+06 is in a black widow system with an or-
bital period of 8.1 hr. The approximate position of 3FGL
J1805.9+0614 was observed in 2009 at the Robert C. Byrd
Green Bank Telescope (GBT) at 350 MHz (M. Roberts, pri-
vate communication); however, only a quick search of the first
five minutes of data was performed and the pulsar was not de-
tected. Searching the full data set following our discovery at
Arecibo, the MSP is clearly detected. Ransom et al. also ob-
served this source twice with the GBT at 820 MHz, but the
MSP did not show up in a preliminary analysis of the first ob-
servation and the second dataset was not searched. Using the
known DM and approximate period from our Arecibo detec-
tions reveals the pulsar in both GBT datasets.
PSR J2052+1218 is an intriguing system due to the pulsar’s
very fast rotation (1.99 ms) and its short binary period (2.8 hr).
Even after searching over acceleration, residual drifts in phase
vs. time can be seen in this and other black widow and redback
systems (see Figure 2, especially (b) and (h)).
We searched the sources containing PSRs J1921+01 and
J2042+02 and detected the MSPs, unaware that they had al-
ready been discovered at the GBT. These will be published
in a forthcoming paper detailing Fermi-LAT searches at the
GBT (S. Sanpa-Arsa et al. 2016, in preparation).
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Table 2
Observing Parameters for Four Radio Surveys of Fermi-LAT Sources
Parameter AO 327-MHz Survey GBT 350-MHz Surveya GBT 820-MHz Surveyb Parkes 1390-MHz Surveyc
Detection fractiond 8/34 (24%); 5/6 13/50 (26%); 3/13 3/25 (12%); 1/3 11/56 (20%); 2/11
Center frequency (MHz) 327 350 820 1390
Bandwidth,∆ f (MHz) 68.75e 100 200 256
Number of channels 2816f 4096 2048 512
Sample time (µs) 81.92 81.92 61.44 125
Receiver temperatureg, Trec (K) 62 20 18 25
Average sky temperatureh, Tsky (K) 64 65 15 5
Telescope gain, G (K/Jy) 10 2 2 0.735
Effective threshold S/N (β ·S/Nmin) 10 10 10 12
Integration time, tint (minutes) 15 32 45 60
a Hessels et al. (2011).
b Ransom et al. (2011).
c Kerr et al. (2012); Camilo et al. (2015).
d Number of detected MSPs divided by the total number of sources observed; number of black widow plus redback systems discovered divided by the total number of MSPs discovered.
e Recorded bandwidth: 100 MHz were sampled by PUPPI but we only recorded the section covering the receiver bandwidth.
f Number of recorded channels; 4096 channels were sampled across the entire 100-MHz bandwidth.
g Receiver temperature including spillover but excluding Galactic/CMB contribution. Values for Arecibo 327 MHz from NAICa. GBT values are from page 11 of the proposer’s guideb.
See also Lynch et al. (2013) for 350 MHz. Parkes values are based on those from the users guidec.
h We calculated sky temperatures by scaling the Haslam et al. (1981) 408-MHz map to each survey’s observing frequency using a spectral index of −2.6 (Lawson et al. 1987). For AO
327, we list the average Tsky for each of the 34 target locations. For GBT 350 and Parkes, we calculated the average temperature at an evenly spaced grid of points encompassing the
search regions. For GBT 820 we averaged the Ransom et al. (2011) values for their searches excluding the Galactic plane.
ahttp://www.naic.edu/~phil/cal327/327Calib.html
bhttps://science.nrao.edu/facilities/gbt/proposing/GBTpg.pdf
chttp://www.parkes.atnf.csiro.au/observing/documentation/user_guide/pks_ug_3.html#Receivers-and-Correlators
Table 3
Pulsars discovered in Arecibo Searches of Fermi-LAT Sources
Namea P DM Distanceb Porbit Minimum Companion Type
d Eclipses? Discovery Flux Densities
(ms) (pc cm−3) (kpc) (hr) Massc (M) (mJy)
J0251+26 2.54 20 0.8 4.9 0.024 BW Yes 0.3, 0.3
J1048+2339 4.66 17 0.7 6.0 0.30 RB Yes 2.4
J1805+06 2.13 65 2.5 8.1 0.023 BW Noe 1.1, 1.5
J1824+10 4.07 60 2.5 1980.0 0.26 NSWD No 0.09, 0.15
J1909+21 2.56 62 3.2 3.5 0.055 RB Yes 0.6
J2052+1218 1.99 42 2.4 2.6 0.033 BW Yes 1.3, 1.0, 1.2
a Names with four digits of declination have been given only to MSPs with phase-connected timing solutions.
b From the NE2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2002).
c Assuming a pulsar mass of 1.35 M (Özel et al. 2012).
d BW = black widow, RB = redback, NSWD = neutron star-white dwarf.
e PSR J1805+06 has not yet shown any eclipsing behavior; however, there is a gap in orbital coverage at phases 0.2–0.27, so eclipses cannot be ruled out.
The six new findings mark the first Fermi MSPs discovered
using the Arecibo telescope and broke the 50-pulsar threshold
for total LAT-guided radio MSP discoveries (which as of 2015
December stands at 69).
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Possible Candidates for Re-Observation
In searching 34 unidentified Fermi-LAT gamma-ray
sources at Arecibo, we detected 8 MSPs, for a 24% success
rate. This is in line with the success rate for LAT-guided radio
surveys at the GBT and Parkes (Hessels et al. 2011; Ransom
et al. 2011; Camilo et al. 2015, see Table 2). While we find
this to be a satisfying result, it is possible that some remain-
ing sources in Table 4 could still be pulsars. Seventeen of the
26 sources currently without a known pulsar counterpart are
spectrally consistent with pulsars (denoted by a ranking of 1,
2, or 3 in the “Spectrum Notes” column) and have no known
AGN association. Sources ranked 1 or 2 are very likely to be
pulsars, while rank-3 sources lack definitive evidence to sug-
gest they are not pulsars. An inability to make a detection does
not preclude the presence of an MSP; rather, it may be due to a
pulsar’s faintness, eclipses, scintillation, or extreme orbital or
spin parameters. The large number of black widow and red-
back systems that have been discovered in Fermi-LAT sources
make eclipses a distinct possibility for this collection of can-
didates. For example, both PSRs J1048+2339 and J1909+21
were only detected in the second of two search observations,
owing to eclipses (Table 1). Additional observations of the 17
remaining “good” sources in Table 4 may result in the detec-
tion of new MSPs.
5.2. Uncertain Gamma-Ray Associations
Two new MSPs, PSRs J1048+2339 and J1909+21, may
have been “lucky” discoveries within the error circle of a
gamma-ray source, but not necessarily associated with that
source. In 3FGL, J1048.6+2338 is listed as being possibly as-
sociated with a BL Lacertae-type blazar. Blazar associations
are generally spatial, and accidental coincidence is a common
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(a) J0251+26 (b) J1048+2339 (c) J1805+06 (d) J1824+10
(e) J1909+21 (f) J2052+1218 (g) J2052+1218 (h) J2052+1218
(2013 Jun 25) (2013 Jul 04) (2013 Sep 12)
Figure 2. The best detections from the search observations of six new MSPs, folded modulo the period and period derivative returned by the software (two
rotations are shown). The three search observations of the eclipsing PSR J2052+1218 show some effects related to likely eclipse egress (panel f) and ingress (g).
cause for reclassification of non-variable sources. Until it is
possible to fold the gamma-ray photons modulo the parame-
ters obtained with a radio timing solution, it will remain un-
clear whether the Fermi-LAT source is an MSP or possibly a
blazar. PSR J1909+21 is not associated with a nearby 3FGL
source. We selected it for observation because in a prelim-
inary source list internal to the LAT collaboration there ap-
peared to be a promising source. As for all the MSPs we have
discovered, we will know whether this one is associated with
a LAT source once we have rotational ephemerides and can
fold the gamma-ray photons.
5.3. Sensitivity in the Context of Other LAT Radio Surveys
If no break exists in the logN − logS distribution of MSPs,
one might expect that an increase in sensitivity would yield
higher survey success rates. Instead, our discovery rates were
comparable to those of other lower-sensitivity LAT-guided
MSP surveys. However, we have based our target list on the
3FGL catalog, while previous surveys have been based largely
on earlier catalogs, and newer Fermi-LAT catalogs include
weaker, less well characterized sources that are more diffi-
cult to classify spectrally. In addition, some relatively bright
MSPs, particularly those not subject to large accelerations,
would have already been discovered in previous Arecibo “all-
sky” surveys.
Figure 1 presents minimum detectable flux densities for
four radio searches of Fermi-LAT sources, including our
Arecibo work. Parameters for each of the surveys are pro-
vided in Table 2. Each of the sensitivity curves has been
scaled to 327 MHz using an assumed MSP spectral index of
α = −1.7 (Stovall et al. 2014). As an example of their rela-
tive power, for spin period P = 1.8 ms the Arecibo searches
are as sensitive at DM = 100 pc cm−3 as the GBT surveys are
for DM = 10 pc cm−3. For identical low DMs, the Arecibo sur-
veys are about twice as sensitive as the GBT searches. In other
words, integration time at the GBT would have to be quadru-
pled to reach comparable raw sensitivities to Arecibo — but
such an increase in integration time would have deleterious
consequences for the detectability of compact binaries.
We list the radio flux densities for all discovery obser-
vations in Table 3 (these were obtained from an applica-
tion of the radiometer equation and we estimate they have
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Table 4
Arecibo Searches: Unidentified Gamma-Ray Source Information from 3FGL Catalog
3FGL namea r95b Classc Sigd Curvee Varf Spectrumg Nobsh
(deg) (σ) (σ) Notes
J0103.7+1323 0.08 bcu 7.1 2.4 53 3 lh 3
J0134.5+2638 0.06 bcu 12.0 3.0 58 4 lh 3
J0232.9+2606 0.09 bcu 4.3 1.6 34 3 h 3
J0251.1+2603 0.11 psr 7.9 3.4 36 2 cp 2
J0318.1+0252 0.09 · · · 12.8 5.7 50 1 Pc 3
J0330.6+0437 0.11 · · · 7.4 2.4 62 2 cd 3
J0342.3+3148c 0.10 · · · 6.8 2.5 48 3 ld 3
J0421.6+1950 0.12 · · · 6.1 1.9 47 2 ld 3
J0517.1+2628c 0.12 · · · 7.0 1.6 50 3 ld 5
J0539.8+1434 0.08 fsrq 7.6 3.1 299 5 lVd 2
J1048.6+2338 0.12 bll 9.0 2.5 50 3 LD 2
J1049.7+1548 0.09 · · · 7.6 1.1 58 3 lh 2
J1200.4+0202 0.07 · · · 8.8 1.6 56 4 Lh 3
J1225.9+2953 0.05 · · · 17.4 5.2 58 1 Cp 3
P7R4 J1250+3118i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3
J1309.0+0347 0.15 · · · 4.1 2.7 43 2 ?l 6
J1322.3+0839 0.12 bcu 7.8 0.4 74 3 ld 3
J1601.9+2306 0.11 · · · 7.8 4.3 47 2 P 3
J1627.8+3217 0.07 · · · 10.2 3.8 33 2 C 2
J1704.1+1234 0.07 · · · 9.4 0.5 47 4 LD 3
J1720.7+0711 0.09 · · · 9.6 1.6 44 3 cD 3
J1805.9+0614 0.09 psr 9.3 4.3 40 1 CP 2
J1824.0+1017 0.09 psr 6.7 3.5 48 2 lc 2
J1827.7+1141 0.10 · · · 6.5 3.8 39 2 lc 2
J1829.2+3229 0.15 · · · 5.7 3.5 49 2 ld 3
J1842.2+2742 0.08 · · · 8.3 2.4 39 2 c 3
P7R4 J1909+2102i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2
J1921.2+0136 0.10 psr 9.3 1.7 35 2 cD 4
J2026.3+1430 0.09 · · · 7.1 2.1 49 2 c 3
J2042.1+0247 0.14 PSR 7.5 4.8 28 1 CP 2
J2052.7+1217 0.11 psr 7.2 1.6 39 3 lD 3
J2108.0+3654 0.06 bcu 6.4 1.5 40 4 Hl 3
J2212.5+0703 0.10 · · · 14.3 4.2 57 1 Cp 6
J2352.0+1752 0.07 bll 8.9 1.4 56 4 Hl 4
Note. — 3FGL source properties are from the Acero et al. (2015) catalog.
a The six new Arecibo MSPs and two MSPs independently discovered at the GBT (S. Sanpa-Arsa et al. 2016, in preparation) are shown in bold.
b 3FGL source error circle radius at the 95% confidence level.
c 3FGL pipeline classification scheme. PSR and psr are pulsars with and without LAT pulsations, respectively. The bll designation signifies a BL Lac object, bcu is an unclassified
blazar, and fsrq is a flat-spectrum radio quasar.
d 3FGL source significance.
e Curvature significance for 3FGL source spectrum when fit to a log-parabolic model.
f Variability index for source, where an index > 73 denotes variability at > 99% confidence level.
g For a full description of Spectrum Notes, see Camilo et al. (2015). The first number in this scheme is a rating of how likely the source is to be a pulsar. A “1” means it is very likely,
while sources with a “4” or “5” rating (or “3” with a possible AGN association) have been crossed off the list and will not be reobserved because they are unlikely to be pulsars. The
source characteristics, on which the rating is based, are obtained from inspection of a source’s spectral energy distribution.
h Number of times each 3FGL source was observed (from Table 1).
i Not included in the 3FGL catalog. P7R4 designators refer to unpublished source lists.
≈ 25% uncertainty). We see by comparison to Figure 1
that PSRs J0251+26 and J1824+10 could only have been
discovered with Arecibo. Parkes could only have detected
PSR J1048+2339. This only considers raw telescope sensi-
tivity; it does not take into account sensitivity to high accel-
eration (discussed later), which further emphasizes the utility
of large telescopes. For a discussion of selection effects re-
lated to interstellar scintillation and eclipses, see Camilo et al.
(2015).
Why has the Arecibo survey turned up such a large propor-
tion (5/6) of highly accelerated interacting binaries, compared
to the fractions found in other Fermi-LAT surveys? Though
small-number statistics is a possible explanation, the result
can likely be attributed to the Arecibo telescope’s very large
gain, coupled with the relatively short integration times used,
and the multiple-observation strategy used to search each
good target. An integration time of just 15 minutes at Arecibo
yields a minimum detectable flux density that is substantially
lower than the longer integrations elsewhere (see Figure 1).
The population of Fermi-LAT MSPs contains a dispropor-
tionately large number of interacting binary systems for rea-
sons that are currently poorly understood. For a time, it was
thought that a tendency for intrabinary shocks to produce
high-energy radiation could bias Fermi-LAT searches towards
discovering these systems (e.g., Ray et al. 2012). More recent
analyses, however, have found little evidence to support this
claim (Johnson 2015). The bias is likely due in part to pre-
vious surveys’ biases against finding binaries due to eclipses
and acceleration.
The use of modern acceleration search techniques (as im-
plemented within PRESTO in our case; Ransom 2001) was
essential for the detection of the five compact MSP systems.
Both Johnston & Kulkarni (1991) and Bagchi et al. (2013)
have explored the detectability of binary pulsar systems, the
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Figure 3. The new short-orbit MSPs from this work are presented in an or-
bital period vs. minimum companion mass plot. MSPs in the light grey area
(leftmost block) are black widows, the one in the pink area (rightmost block)
is a redback, and PSR J1909+21 is intermediate between the two, but classi-
fied as a redback (see Section 4).
latter having expanded the former’s work to include eccentric
binaries. Johnston & Kulkarni (1991) provide a quantitative
measure of the loss of power due to acceleration by way of
an “efficiency factor”, γm. Squaring this value gives a ratio
of the power in the mth harmonic, which includes degrada-
tion due to acceleration a and jerk a˙, to the power that would
be present were the acceleration zero. Three such γm terms
were reformulated in Bagchi et al. (2013). The first, γ21m, de-
scribes the ratio that would be found in a “standard” pulsar
search in which acceleration is not searched over. The term
γ22m describes the power that would be recovered in a constant
acceleration search (like the ones we performed), and will be
employed here. It is formulated as follows:
γ2m =
1
tint
∣∣∣∣∫ tint
0
exp
[
imωp
c
((∫ t
0
vldt
)
−αat2 −αvt
)]
dt
∣∣∣∣ ,
(2)
where tint is the integration time of the observation, vl is the
pulsar’s line-of-sight velocity, and ωp is its angular spin fre-
quency. A modern search algorithm yields values of acceler-
ation αa and velocity αv that maximize γ2m. Here, γ22m = 1
for a system with constant acceleration. The final term, γ23m,
describes the power ratio recovered in a search over velocity,
acceleration, and jerk. Such search algorithms are currently
being developed, but have not yet been implemented.
Using software provided by Bagchi et al. (2013)14, we cal-
culated values of γ22m for PSR J2052+1218 during a 15-minute
integration, such as at Arecibo. We then recalculated these
values using the integration times for surveys at the GBT
and Parkes to compare the detectability of this fast-spinning,
highly accelerated binary pulsar by the four different surveys.
Results are given in Table 5.
As expected, the power recovered in successively higher
harmonics decreases for each of the four surveys. The value
of γ22m in the first harmonic is a reasonable proxy for binary
detectability; that is, the higher the fraction of power that is
recovered in an acceleration search, the more likely one is to
detect the MSP in a given observation. For PSR J2052+1218,
14 http://psrpop.phys.wvu.edu/binary
Table 5
Values of γ22m for PSR J2052+1218 as a Function of Integration Time
m (harmonic #) 15 min 32 min 45 min 60 min
1 0.745 0.315 0.188 0.120
4 0.358 0.138 0.099 0.052
8 0.253 0.087 0.051 0.032
Note. — See Section 5.3 for a discussion of this comparison of relative sensitivity to
a highly accelerated fast-spinning binary pulsar.
with a large and rapidly changing acceleration, 15-minute ob-
servations are significantly better at recovering power from
a range of harmonics than longer integrations. Comparing
γ22m in the first harmonic between the 15-minute Arecibo ob-
servation and the next-longest (32-minute GBT) observation
shows that Arecibo yields a signal that is more than twice
the strength of the GBT’s (not considering differences in
telescope gain and system temperature). The difference be-
comes even more dramatic for successively longer observa-
tions. While longer integration times improve sensitivity, the
effect is only proportional to the square root of the observation
length, while telescope gain is a directly proportional parame-
ter. One strategy to combat the effects of acceleration (useful
for relatively bright MSPs) is to take a long observation and
apply acceleration searches to small subsections of the data,
as well as searching the entire observation.
The characteristics of the Arecibo telescope give it a two-
fold advantage over similar instruments. First, it has a signifi-
cantly better raw sensitivity than both the GBT and Parkes for
similar Fermi-LAT source searches. We are therefore able to
detect fainter systems, even in the absence of considerations
relating to binary systems. Second, its large gain allows for
short observations, which in turn increases its sensitivity to
highly accelerated binaries, of which there are many among
the Fermi source population. Short observations also allow
us to split observing time over multiple epochs, rather than
integrating for a long time at a single epoch, further increas-
ing our ability to combat eclipses and scintillation. Though
its declination range is limited, the Arecibo telescope’s raw
sensitivity firmly establishes its indispensability as an MSP-
finding resource.
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